
 

During the 1950’s and 1960’s, inner city 
Philadelphia was a center for R&B street corner 
singing.  Philadelphia developed its own vocal 
group sound, “The Philly Sound,” characterized by 
haunting ballads with a high tenor lead, an even 
higher floating tenor, a strong second tenor, a bari-
tone and bass.  While the “Philly Sound” is easily 
recognized, some variations can be heard depend-
ing on the neighborhood of the group’s origin.  
Philadelphia was and still is a city of neighbor-
hoods.  Some neighborhoods had nightly sing-fests 
on certain corners or recreation centers where 
crowds of young men (and sometimes young 
women) gathered to sing all night.  At places like 
West Philly’s 54th and Race Streets, 15 or 20 teenag-
ers would gather each evening and divide up into 
quartets or quintets and compete.  Out of that par-
ticular gathering came groups like the Castelles, 
Dreams, Capris and Sonny Gordon & the Angels.  
There, groups traded songs, singing styles and even 
members frequently.  Sometimes singers from other 
parts of the city would travel to these vocal har-
mony hot spots to lend a voice and check out the 
competition.  Singers would frequently, but not al-
ways, be given free passage through other neighbor-
hood “turfs”.  As a consequence, singers from one 
neighborhood knew stylistically what groups from 
other neighborhoods were doing and developed 
along similar lines.  Yet each neighborhood’s sound 
was distinct. 

Because groups frequently traded mem-
bers, accurately tracing the history of any one Phila-
delphia vocal group requires not only a familiarity 
with the city’s geography, but a also thorough 
knowledge of the dozens of other groups from the 
same area. 

North Philadelphia has produced some of 
the most talented R&B vocal groups of this era, yet 
their lineage and history is rather complex, to say 
the least.  I interviewed the singers for this article in 
1981 and I am just putting the story together now.  
Yet it is a story that must be told. 
 

The Dreamers on Grand and Rollin 
 

William “Kent” Peeler, lead of the Dream-
ers, was born in Centersville, GA, but raised in 
Philadelphia.  Kent was five when his family came 

to North Philadelphia.  When Kent was ten, his 
school classroom had a song going one day.  One by 
one, the other students stopped, leaving Kent the 
only one singing.  It was then that Kent knew he 
could sing.  From that day on, he was singing every 
day in the school auditorium. 
 By the time Kent began Franklin High 
School he was singing all the time.  His friend, 
James Oscar “Cisco” Williams, had formed a sing-
ing group and Kent joined in.  While Cisco would 
eventually drop out to form another group, his first 
group would eventually evolve into the Dreamers. 
 Kent listed the members of the Dreamers as 
follows:  Kent Peeler (lead), Leroy Sproul (first 
tenor), Harry Salters (second tenor), Mitchell Ste-
vens (baritone) and Tony Hodges (bass singer and 
guitarist).  Tony Hodges had used the name Robert 
“Tony” Mott when he sang with the street corner 
group, the Quantrells a few years earlier.  Appar-
ently ‘Hodges’ was his stepfather’s surname.  [See 
our article on the Sensations in Echoes of the Past, 
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# 93, 2010].  The Quantrells had made at least three 
appearances on The Parisian Tailor Kiddie Hour, a 
weekly radio amateur show for black children on 
WPEN.  The Kiddie Hour launched the careers of 
numerous future Philadelphia soloists and vocal 
groups.  Even young singers who never appeared on 
The Kiddie Hour listened and were influenced by it. 
 The Dreamers sang locally and soon drew 
the interest of Buddy Nolan, a former prize fighter 
and then manager of Pat’s Steaks by North Park 
Avenue.  Nolan became the Dreamers’ manager in 
partnership with another prize fighter, National 
AAU welterweight champion, Gil Turner. 

The year was 1955, and the city was alive 
with “Philly Sound” street corner quintets with high 
tenor leads, floating tenors and haunting top heavy 
harmonies.  At the center of this phenomenon was 
Grand Records, a small West Philly record label 
operated out of a furniture store at 40th and Lancas-
ter Avenue.  The label was started by partners Herb 
Slotkin and Jerry Ragovoy in 1953, when a West 
Philly neighborhood group called the Castelles 
walked into the store and asked if they could play 
an acetate they’d just cut at a center city arcade.  
After Slotkin and Ragovoy scored with the Castelles’ 
“My Girl Awaits Me,” Grand Records quickly signed 
the West Philly groups Sonny Gordon & the Angels 
and the Cherokees along with North Philly groups, 
the Belltones and Carter Rays.  
 “We were rehearsing a lot in North Philly,” 
recalled Kent Peeler, “And it seems that word got 
around to someone.  A fellow [probably Jerry 
Ragovoy] came knocking at my door one day.  He 

said, ‘I’ve heard about your group and I’d like to 
hear them’.  He listened to us and after that we re-
corded.”  
 The Dreamers contract with Grand was 
signed on August 29, 1955 by all five members of 
the group plus their manager, Buddy Nolan. 
 “Tears In My Eyes,” a quintessential “Philly 
Sound” ballad, displayed Peeler’s high vocal range.  
Despite the song’s style similarities to that of other 
neighborhood groups, Kent insisted the Dreamers 
had their own sound.  “We were original,” said 
Peeler.  “We mostly came up with our own thing.” 
 Kent did, however, recognize the influence 
of Clyde McPhatter and the Dominoes on the 
Dreamers’ up tempo B-side, “535”.  “The Dominoes 
were the group that inspired us.  The Orioles, also.  
They had that mellow sound.” 
 “Tears In My Eyes,” written by the group, 
was released on Grand #131 in September 1955.  By 
October 29 of that year, it had reached #6 on Bill-
boards’ Philly R&B Chart. “It sold well locally,” re-
called Kent.  “I think the company’s [distribution] 
covered only 16 states.  It wasn’t a nationwide re-
lease but it was a local hit.” 
 The popularity of “Tears In My Eyes” 
opened up a lot of gigs for the Dreamers.  “We did 
clubs and theaters,” said Kent.  “We did the Uptown 
Theatre.  We appeared on Mitch Thomas’ TV pro-
gram in Wilmington, DE.  We mostly did things in 
Philadelphia and the surrounding area.” 
 “Tears In My Eyes” was the only Dreamers’ 
record released on Grand.  A newspaper clipping 
from June 1956, indicated the Dreamers’ latest re-

First press of the Dreamers’ 
“Tears In My Eyes” Grand #131. 
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cording, “Ida Lou” was expected to be a smash hit.  
Unfortunately, “Ida Lou” never was released, or at 
least no copies have ever surfaced.  The article also 
ran a photo of the Dreamers with one new member.  
By this time, Eddie Logan had replaced Leroy 
Sproul as first tenor. 
 The Dreamers’ second and final record has 
mystified record collectors for many years.  “Melba” 
backed with “No Man Is An Island” came out on the 
Rollin’ label (# 1001), ca. 1956. 
 Louie Silvani’s intriguing 1975 article in 
Yesterday’s Memories magazine told of the first 
original copy of the Rollin’ record turning up in 
1961 and changing hands several times at increas-
ingly higher prices.  Silvani concluded the record 
was cut but not released by Grand in 1955, being 
sold instead to Rollin’ Records who issued it in the 
late 1950’s.  From there, the story goes, the Rollin’ 
label was traced in 1963 to a black record store 
owner, who still owned the original stampers and  
labels.  These were acquired by Jarrett Weinstein 
(Lost Night Records) and Eddie Gries (Relic Re-
cords) who pressed up only about 200 copies using 
old wax, that were just about indistinguishable from 
the 1950’s original.  These “new originals” are now 
also scarce, but the record has since been boot-
legged on thinner wax. 
 Knowing questions still surround the 
Rollin’ record, I asked Kent Peeler about it. 
 “Tears In My Eyes” was the only thing we 
did for Grand,” Kent stated.  “The other record was 
done for Rollin’.  Rollin’ was a local label.  I don’t 
recall a lot about it.  Our manager, Buddy Nolan set 
that up for us.  It happened so quickly.  We re-
corded it and that was it.  The record didn’t do very 
much.  It got played a lot but didn’t sell.  “No Man 
Is An Island” was supposed to be the A-side, but 
“Melba” got played more.” 
 It’s now believed Len Rosen was connected 
with Rollin’, possible as a co-owner.  Rosen later 
owned the Tone Craft, Sure, and Rhythm labels.  
Two other records are known on Rollin’.  Rollin’ 
#1000 features a popular Philadelphia combo from 
the early and mid-1950’s called the Fil-A-Tones.  
I’ve seen copies of this as a 78 RPM.  I also have a 
release by the Billy Lane Quartet. 
 The Rollin’ record was the last by the 
Dreamers.  “Our second tenor, Harry Salters went 
into the service,” remembered Kent.  “After that 
everybody just went their separate ways. 
 

The Quadrells 
 

 Meanwhile, Oscar Williams, who’d been in 
the early group with Kent Peeler, had formed his 
own North Philly group, the Quadrells [not to be 
confused with the earlier mentioned Quantrells.]  
The Quadrells consisted of Oscar “Cisco” Williams 
(baritone and lead), Earl “Lambie” Worsham (tenor 

and lead), John “Pancho” Christian, and Reggie 
Price (bass).  All the members came from the 15th & 
Dauphin, 13th & Norris area. 
 “One day, our manager and I took a trip to 
New York City and visited Bobby Robinson at his 
record store,” said Pancho.  “We just took a chance 
and went there to talk to him.  We gave him some 
tapes of the group and he liked what he heard.  We 
set up a date when he could hear us and pick out 
some material to record.  That’s when he picked out 
“Come To Me”.     
 Bobby Robinson was the legendary record 
producer who had owned the Red Robin record la-
bel, home to the Mello-moods, Velvets, Vocaleers 
and others.  He would later start the Fire and Fury 
labels but in 1956 he was concentrating on signing 
acts to his Whirlin’ Disc label. 
 The Quadrells traveled to New York on Oc-
tober 9, 1956 and recorded two songs, “Come To 
Me” and “What Can The Matter Be” (Whirlin’ Disc 
#103).  The record was released in December of that 
year.  The record didn’t sell.  The Quadrells felt 
Robinson didn’t promote the record enough, so 
they never went back to him with other songs. 
 

The Universals 
 

 By the middle of 1957, Kent Peeler’s 
Dreamers had broken up and Kent was looking for 
a new group to sing with.  He didn’t have to look too 
far.  “The Dreamers and Quadrells were always 
friends,” recalled Kent.  “We used to go to each 
other’s rehearsals.  So by this time, the Dreamers 
had dispersed and I was right there.” 
 Kent Peeler joined Reggie Price, Pancho 

The Quadrells on Whirlin’ Disc 
(From the Classic Urban Harmony Archives) 
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Christian, Cisco Williams in a new combination of 
the Quadrells.  The group continued to rehearse 
and even approached a couple record companies, 
without success. 
 It was then that they ran into another 
North Philly singer, a neighborhood idol.  Sonny 
Smith had led the Buccaneers, the group that had 
starred on the Parisian Tailor Kiddie Hour in the 
late 1940’s and had recorded three outstanding re-
cords in 1952 and 1953 – “Dear Ruth” (Southern 
label), “The Stars Will Remember” and “You Did 
Me Wrong” (Rama label). 
 Sonny Smith was trying to put together a 
new group.  Instead, he was invited to the Quadrells 
rehearsal and added to their group.  Sonny con-
tacted George Goldner, whose Rama label he’d re-
corded for a few years earlier.  Goldner now owned 
End Records and was interested in hearing the 
group.  Goldner’s interest was undoubtedly encour-
aged by his right hand man, Richard Barrett, who 
himself came from North Philadelphia. 
 “We went to New York to visit End Re-
cords,” said Pancho.  “We sat down and talked to 
George Goldner and set up a recording session.” 
 George Goldner asked the group their name 
and, reluctant to give the name used on Whirlin 
Disc, they said the didn’t have one.  Goldner named 
the group the Universals after the Philadelphia re-
cord distributor, Universal Distributors.  Goldner 
also wanted the group to do an old standard, a plan 
he had been pushing with the Flamingos and Impe-
rials.  We thought of the song “Again,” the much 
recorded song from the 1948 film, Road House. 
 “We were at End records on a Tuesday and 

something like Thursday we had the recording ses-
sion,” said Pancho.  “We had to call a friend of ours 
to make sure we had the lyrics right, but we got an 
arrangement together.” 
 The Universals’ “Again,” (Kent Peeler, lead) 
backed with “Teenage Love” was released on Gold-
ner’s subsidiary label Mark-X in September 1957.  
“Teenage Love” was written by Cisco.  While not a 
chart record, “Again” got a lot of air play on the East 
Coast.  “It was a major record for us,” said Pancho. 
 As the Universals, the group now got more 
bookings, appearing at the Apollo Theatre in NY, 
the Howard in Washington, the Regal in Chicago 
and the Academy of Music in Philadelphia with the 
Moonglows, Dells, Spaniels and Sensations. 
 While never appearing on Bandstand, the 
Universals recorded the vocals for commercials for 
Dick Clark.  These were done at Cameo’s recording 
studios.  The group recalls cutting commercials for 
Vicks Cough Drops and Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum.  
[In earlier years, the group had also worked with 
Clark’s predecessor, Bob Horn.] 
 Shortly after “Again” was released, Sonny 
Smith dropped out of the group.  New additions to 
the group included Rufus Hunter, former bass of 
the Chicago group, the Magnificents, and Tony 
Lewis.  Reggie Price continued to sing bass so Rufus 
moved up to baritone.  Lewis sang second tenor. 
 Late in 1957, some of the Universals [Cisco, 
Pancho, Reggie, Rufus and Tony] were rehearsing 
one night, singing a song that Cisco wrote called 
“Merry Christmas”.  They felt good about the record 
and decided to try to record it.  They had their man-
ager call Mainline Records, the Fairmount Avenue 

The Universals’ “Again” 
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record company owned by Jocko Henderson and 
Barry Golder that Lee Andrews & the Hearts re-
corded for.  An appointment was made to visit the 
company the next morning, but when the group 
arrived, they were told the person they’d be meeting 
would be late.  To kill time, the Universals walked 
down Fairmount Avenue, passing Marnel Record 
Distributors.  Marnel was not a record label.  They 
distributed records to major department stores.  
But the Universals didn’t know that, and seeing a 
lot of records in the window, came in singing.  
Someone at Marnel called  Bernie Lowe of Cameo 
Records and the group sang to him over the phone.  
The next day, the group recorded “Merry Christ-
mas” and “New Years Eve” at Cameo.  To avoid any 
issue with End Records, they called themselves the 
Cameos.  Members of the Universals would later do 
back up work for Cameo, backing Bobby Rydell and 
at least one other artist. 
 Back at End Records, the Universals re-
corded “The Picture” and “He’s So Right”.  The per-
sonnel at this time was Kent Peeler, Pancho Chris-
tian, Reggie Price, Rufus Hunter and Tony Lewis.  
Cisco (Oscar Williams) had left the group by then.  
End Records never released the songs but instead 
sold them to legendary upstate NY dee jay, George 
“Hound Dog “ Lorenz.  The Universals insisted that 
the record first came out on Lorenz’ own Hound 
Dog label, but as far as we know, no copies have 
ever surfaced.  Regardless, “The Picture,” a beauti-
ful Kent Peeler-led ballad back with “He’s So Fine” 
was soon pressed on the Cora-Lee label in 1958. 
 Late in 1958, the Universals (Kent, Reggie, 

Pancho, Tony and Rufus) became the back up group 
for Thurston Harris, an association that lasted a 
couple years.  Thurston Harris was still riding high 
on his 1957 hit, “Little Bitty Pretty One”. 
 “Thurston was at the Uptown Theatre and 
he didn’t have the Sharps with him anymore,” re-
called Pancho.  “He was looking for a group and 
somebody told him about us.  He came around to 
our rehearsal and liked the way we sang.  So we did 
the Uptown with him and went on from there.  We 
traveled with him for about two years.  We went all 
over the world.  We hit all the major cities, east 
coast, west coast, south, overseas.” 
 The Universals also backed Thurston on 
records.  “We recorded ‘If I Made You Cry’, ‘Hey 
Little Girl’, ‘I Hear A Rhapsody’ and ‘Over & Over.”  
On at least one record, “Purple Stew.” they were 
credited as Thurston Harris & the Masters. 
 In 1960 the Universals came off the road 
and recorded for Old Town Records.  The group 
included Reggie Price, someone remembered only 
as Lawrence, Roosevelt Simmons and probably 
Kent Peeler.  Pancho was not on this session as he 
was singing with the Turbans at the time.  Roosevelt 
Simmons, nicknamed “Flea” because of his short 
stature and high voice, had previously song with 
Robert “Tony” Mott (Dreamers) in the Quantrells 
and had recorded with the Sensations of “Yes Sir 
That’s My Baby” fame. 
 Reggie Price had written a song called “All 
Of My Life” which Old Town re-titled “Trying To 
Get Right”.  It was never released. 
 Speaking of the Turbans of “When You 

The Universals’ “The Picture” 
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Dance” fame, their 1959/60 group consisted of Pan-
cho Christian, former Quadrell, Earl Worsham, and 
original members Chet Jones and Al Banks.  This 
group recorded “This I Promise You” for Red Top 
and “Diamonds and Pearls” and “I’m Not Your Fool 
Anymore” for Roulette. 
 To complicate the story, Kent Peeler and 
Roosevelt Simmons joined future Sensations’ 
Tommy Cook along with Ronald Wright in 1960 to 
form a group called the Strangers.  This group re-
corded “I’m Feeling Sad” for the local Maske label.  
Two other sides, including “Darlin’” were also re-
corded for Maske but sold to Philly radio personal-
ity Kae Williams, who leased them to Checker label 
in 1962. 
 By late 1961, Kent Peeler had joined Terry 
Johnson’s Modern Flamingos for a short time. 
 In 1961, Reggie Price also joined the Tur-
bans, replacing original bass, Chet Jones.  The 
group now contained Al Banks, Pancho Christian, 
Earl Worsham and Reggie Price.  This group re-
corded “When You Dance” (new version, Al Banks 
lead) backed with “These Golden Rings” (Earl Wor-
sham lead) for the Parkway label (#820).  Reggie 
also sang with a later Ivy Tones group. 
 The Universals said they also recorded as 
the Webs, but couldn’t recall any songs they did. 
 All of this leads to 1962, then the Universals 

reunited and were rediscovered by Ed Krensel and 
Jerry Halpern.  Krensel and Halpern had written, 
produced and recorded Sonny Smith & the Bucca-
neers’ first record back in 1952, while they were stu-
dents at Temple University in North Philadelphia.  
Having been out of the record business for ten 
years, they came across the Universals and decided 
to try their luck again with the song “Dear Ruth”. 
 They rehearsed and recorded the Univer-
sals, now composed of Kent Peeler, Roosevelt Sim-
mons, Pancho Christian and Reggie Price.  Fourteen 
sides from a practiced tape were later issued on the 
outstanding Relic LP, “Acappella Showcase pre-
sents The Universals.”  The album mentions a 
“Kenny Gardner” as lead.  This is actually Kent 
Peeler—Gardner was a stage name given to him by 
Krensel & Halpern.  Krensel and Halpern then took 
the group to Philadelphia’s Sound Plus Studio on 
May 8, 1962 and cut two demos, “Dear Ruth” / 
“Good Lovin’” and “Prayer Of Love” / “Have Mercy 
Baby”.  Both demos were issued by Relic Records in 
1972 on the Southern label. 
 “Jerry & Ed took us to Joe Medlin’s office in 
New York City,” said Pancho.  “Joe was running his 
label, Ascot, for United Artists at the time.  He liked 
the group and we did a few songs with him.”  
 Medlin had the group recut “Dear Ruth” 
with strings for Ascot on August 10, 1962.  Roose-
velt Simmons did an outstanding job leading the 
updated “Dear Ruth”.  The flip was “Gotta Little 
Girl,” written by Halpern, Krensel and Reggie Price.  
The group also recorded a novelty song, “Ya Ba Da 

The Universals on Ascot, 1962 (Left to right, 
standing) Reggie Price, Roosevelt Simmons, 

Pancho Christian, Kent Peeler (From Relic LP) 

The Universals on Ascot, 1962 
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Ba Doo” to capitalize on the current Flintstones TV 
show, but it was never released. 
 Though that was the last record the Univer-
sals would make, individual members kept singing. 
In the late 1960’s, Roosevelt Simmons, Pancho 
Christian and Kent Peeler were singing with 
Tommy Cook & the Fantastics.  This group recorded 
one record, “It’s All Over” for the Harthon subsidi-
ary, Priority.  Some sources say they were also the 
Preludes on Harthon.  In 1977, when Tommy Cook 
formed the “Sounds Of The Platters,” the group 
consisted of Tommy Cook, Roosevelt Simmons, 
Pancho Christian, and Simone Levette.  A court in-
junction in 1979 by the Five Platters Inc., prohibited 
Tommy Cook from using the name “Platters”.  Cook 
violated the injunction at least twice, resulting in a 
contempt of court sentencing.  
 In 1981, the Universals got back together.  
Members included Kent Peeler, Pancho Christian, 
Reggie Price and new members Gene Morris and 
Pat Griffin.  The group appeared on Charlie 
Horner’s WXPN radio program, “Classic Urban 
Harmony” on May 2, 1981.  Charlie took the Univer-
sals to appear at Ronnie I’s United in Group Har-
mony meeting/show.  The Universals made a few 
more local appearances and then broke up. 
 I last heard from Kent Peeler back in 1996.  
He had moved to Florida and was singing with a 
Coasters group.  Reggie, Pancho, Roosevelt, Earl 
and Tommy Cook have passed on.  We don’t know 
about the others.. 
 Together the Dreams/ Quadrells/ Univer-
sals/Cameos/Strangers made up one of the most 
talented, versatile and prolific pool of singers Phila-
delphia has ever seen.  It’s about time their story 
has finally been told. 
 

Notes: 
 

1. Taken from Charlie Horner’s interviews and 
numerous conversations with Kent Peeler, 
Reggie Price, John “Pancho” Christian, Sonny 
Smith and Earl Worsham, 1981. 

2. Special thanks to Mary Cheek of the Contessas 
for info about Tommy Cook & the Fantastics. 

3. Louis Silvani, “The Dreamers On Rollin’,” Yes-
terday’s Memories, Vol 1, No. 1 (1975). 

4. Donn Fileti, Liner notes to “The Groups Of 
Grand,” Relic CD 7113. 

5. Donn Feleti’s liner notes to “Acappella Show-
case presents the Universals,” Relic LP 5006. 

6. Charlie Horner, “The Sensations—Part 1,” Ech-
oes of the Past,  No. 93 (2010) for more info on 
the Quantrells and Roosevelt Simmons. 

7. Charlie Horner, “North Philadelphia’s Francis-
ville Groups,” Echoes of the Past, No. 95 (2011) 
for more info on North Philadelphia groups. 

8. Visit www.classicurbanharmony.net for 
more info on Philly groups in general. 

Tommy Cook & Sounds of the Platters, 1977 
(Clockwise from Top) John “Pancho” 
Christian, Roosevelt “Flea” Simmons, 

Sterling “Tommy” Cook, Simone Levette.  
(From the Classic Urban Harmony Archives) 

Universals with Charlie Horner, May 2, 1981.  
(Left to right) Pat Griffin; Reggie Price; 

Kent Peeler holding “Tears In My Eyes”; 
Charlie; Gene Morris; Pancho Christian. 

(From the Classic Urban Harmony Archives) 
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Related Discography 

 

Dreamers: 
 

Grand 131 - Tears In My Eyes 1955 
  “535” 
Grand (unreleased) - Ida Lou 1956 
Rollin’ 1001—Melba   1956 
  No Man Is An Island 
 

Quadrells: 
 

Whirlin’ Disc 103—Come To Me  1956 
  What Can The Matter Be 
 

Universals: 
 

Mark-X 7004—Again  1957 
  Teenage Love 
Cora-Lee 501—The Picture  1958 
  He’s So Right 
Old Town (unreleased) - All My Life  1960 
Ascot 2124 - Dear Ruth  1962/3 
  Gotta Little Girl 
Ascot (Unreleased) - Dear Love 1962 
  Ya Ba Da Ba Do 
Southern (Relic) LP 5006     1962/1972 
  Again 
  Good Lovin’ 
  The Love I Long For 
  That’s My Baby 
  Ebbtide 
  Dear Lord 
  Tears In My Eyes 
  Dear Ruth 
  That’s My Baby 
  Love Is A River 
  Have Mercy Baby 
  I’ll Be Satisfied 
  Don’t Leave Me This Way 
  Money Honey 
Southern 101—Dear Ruth     1962/1972 
  Good Lovin’ 
Southern 102—Prayer Of Love  1962/1972
  Have Mercy Baby  

 
Related Discography 

 

Strangers: 
 

Maske 101 - I’m Feeling Sad 1960 
  You Ain’t To Cool 
Checker 1010—Darlin’   1962 
  Pa And Billie 
 

Thurston Harris (with Kent Peeler, Pancho 
Christian, Reggie Price, Rufus Hunter) 
 

Any of the following that have vocal group 
backing: 
Aladdin # 3428, 3430, 3435, 3440, 3447, 
3450, 3452, 3456, 3462.  
 

Turbans (with Earl Worsham & Pancho 
Christian) 
 

Red Top 115—I Promise You Love  1959 
  Curfew Time 
 

Roulette 4281—Diamonds And Pearls  1960 
  Bad Man 
Roulette 4326—Three Friends 1961 
  I’m Not Your Fool Anymore 
 

Turbans (with Earl Worsham, Pancho 
Christian, Reggie Price) 
 

Parkway 820—Golden Rings 1961 
   When You Dance 
 

Turbans (with Earl Worsham, Pancho 
Christian, Cisco Williams) 
 

Imperial 5807—Six Questions 1961 
  The Lament Of Silver Gulch 
Imperial 5828—This Is My Story 1962 
  Clicky Clicky Clack 
Imperial 5847—I Wonder  1962 
  The Damage Is Done 
 

Tommy Cook & Fantastics (including 
Roosevelt Simmons, Pancho Christian and 
Kent Peeler) 
 

Priority 321—It’s All Over  1965 
  Dance Fever 
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